Idea Development Tool

Part 1 (25 minutes) – Brainstorming Session

5 minutes Frame the discussion
5 minutes silent writing of ideas
10 minutes brainstorm
5 minutes prioritize ideas
Group leaves with clarity on which ideas are a priority for the group

Keep in mind the main considerations; do we see all the students or not, the classroom teacher’s voice on how ESY programing can best support the classroom, the student voice on how they want to interact with the mini farm on their campus and how is this work in service to our role as trainers in the field of ‘Edible Education’

Part 2 (37 minutes) – Going deeper on group’s prioritized ideas

5 minutes Frame the discussion
7 minutes silent writing down thoughts
10 minutes each person shares feedback
5 minutes of checking for understanding/clarification of questions raised
10 minutes discussions

Part 3 (37 minutes) – Build out group idea even further with the main considerations being addressed one at a time.

5 minutes Frame the discussion
7 minutes silent writing about considerations
10 minutes share out
5 minutes checking for understanding/clarification of questions raised
10 minutes discussion

Part 4 - Idea from group is ready for pilot

rinse and repeat to develop other ideas if needed